
 
 

 
BOARD OF DIRECTOR MEETING MINUTES – DECEMBER 7, 2015 

 
Present: Corey, MH, Joe, Mark, Doug, Justin, Eric, Steve, Jake, Jessica, Jim and 
Amanda 
 
Minutes from 11/2 approved, with addendum as written by Steve regarding 
Intermediates 
 
 
Eric:  Majors/Intermediate 
 
Intermediate and Majors applications had been emailed to all board members.  
Applications approved.  Will do interviews for Majors managers if needed, some 
board members felt it was helpful last year, most though it was not.  Gives 
those who do not know the applicants a chance to meet them. 
 
Cherry Creek has the most successful Intermediate teams, Eric met with their 
point person to discuss this division.  CC got approval from LL to play outside 
their district, and they would like to play NBLL. Eric will work on NBLL 
getting approval also so this can happen, as we would like to play Cherry Creek 
and others as well. 
 
Corey: 
 
Age Determination- LL has changed again, the window is now 4months that will 
determine if kids will lose a year. All decided this is confusing, difficult to 
understand, so we will embed a “calculator” in registration so that parents will be 
easily able to understand how old their players are per LLI. 
 
Registration- Corey requests we all go thru the registration to check for errors, 
give feedback, make sure it runs smoothly prior to the Registration going live this 
Sunday. Board members will place the registration yard signs where there is 
heavy traffic, and spread the word by social media.  MH/Adam will have a banner 
made and hung at Iris. The car magnets were 250 for $5 each.  We will give to 
early registrants (by 12/31) and sell the remainders at the SS. 
 
Girls- Corey would like to try and recruit more girls to the league, everyone 
agreed this is a great goal.  Brett and Ari are working on a clinic for girls to learn 



 
 

the basics, and then can get discounted registration for NBLL. 
 
Brett and Ari are happily willing to do a Fantasy Camp, Coaching clinics, 
Preseason and Tryout Clinics, and How to Run a Practice Clinics again this year. 
Corey working on these with them. 
 
All Star Fund:  Will form a sub- committee for this for those board members who 
are interested. Will discuss how to raise funds, how to use funds appropriately. 
 
Mark: 
 
Budget- Registration fees, including discounts, late fees reviewed.  Overall, we 
are paid out on 83% of registration fees, 17% is lost due to financial aid and 
discounts. Intermediate will be $250.  Mark reviewed budget, and those board 
members with expenses for 2016 submitted their needs/requests so Mark is 
aware. This includes fields, projects, equipment and uniforms. 
 
Discussed and agreed upon certain reimbursement requests from independent 
contractors.  Agreed to develop a more formal reimbursement policy for future 
application by the league.  
 
Adam: 
 
Sponsorship-  Adam reviewed all sponsors, each present board member signed 
up for 4-6 sponsors to be the liaison for.  Adam would like sponsors to use the 
website as much as possible. Will consider re-organizing the google doc for 
sponsors to make it more user friendly and up to date. 


